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Each team member is responsible for a piece of the church’s vision, and visions must be
resourced. Since resources are limited they must be managed and shared. Let’s face it: there are
only so many people who can be applauded and receive the recognition of the primary leader at
any give time (the leader’s affirmation is an organizational resource that must be shared); there
are only so many volunteers available on a given Sunday; there are only a fixed number of dates
on a calendar; there are only so many fund raising dollars. Since it is a ministry director’s
responsibility to ensure his or her ministry is successful, it is natural for a leader to take whatever
measures necessary to ensure the success of her ministry. Leaders are, in a sense, salesmen for
their respective areas. It is their responsibility to communicate the possibilities of their
ministries, generate interest, raise funds, and recruit volunteers. This is their job.

But positive competitiveness can easily turn into unwholesome rivalry. Peers—even on ministry
teams—often rival. Rivalry is rooted in our human nature. It can be seen from the earliest
accounts of human history. Rivalry is found in all human institutions from families to the world
stages of politics and economics.

In an effort to make one’s own ministry successful, it is possible to plunder the “commons” (see
Part 1) while satisfying one’s own ministry needs and leave nothing behind for other ministries.
Such a leader can easily horde human resources, dates on the calendar, finances, the time and
energy of the primary leader, and eventually run out of his most precious resource—his
influence with people. The resource pool indeed is limited.

So how does one know when healthy competitiveness turns into rivalry? This is a very difficult
question to answer, and it requires honesty and sincere introspection. Rivalry can be rooted in
personal insecurity, a need to “win,” a misunderstanding of ministry and leadership, or mere
aggression. In some instances it can have deep psychological roots. In any event, here are some
signs which may indicate rivalry:

• Feeling that one is not receiving the resources he or she needs.
• Comparing resources between ministries.
• Regularly involving the primary leader to solve operational issues between peers.
• Frequent staffing conflicts.
• Frequent calendar conflicts.
• Tendency to continually point out personal accomplishments or the accomplishment’s of

one’s own ministry.
• Frequent criticism of other ministries—even when it’s true! (This is often done privately with

select listeners.)
• Taking advantage of another ministry’s mistake for personal advantage.
• Privately attempting to convince people of one’s position that cannot be won in public



discourse.
• Refusing to let go of plans and positions once decision have been made to the contrary.
• A strong need for affirmation, especially from the primary leader.
• A sense of martyrdom.
• Overcommitting in order to be recognized.

This is not an exhaustive list, but merely a way for us to begin the self-evaluation process. We all
at times may be a bit aggressive for the sake of our ministries. Even so, we must always
remember the tension that exists between seeking the best for one’s ministry versus seeking the
best for the church. Whatever progress is made in one’s ministry cannot be made at the expense
of another ministry.
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